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#OTalk @OTalk_
Welcome to #Otalk Research. Tonight we are joined by @KatrinaBannigan from @GcuOcc and our topic is 'Writing Productively'. Before we start our chat, please let us
know if you are joining us this evening https://t.co/ZghIjD6jd7

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello folks! #otalk https://t.co/cr1bawcxB5

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ Delighted to be here #OTalk on behalf of @otwg_gcu. The focus will be on writing productively rather than how to write For help with how to write Prof
@eann_turner masterclass Write…off you go! for @ElizabethCasso1 is extremely helpful 

" " " "

 https://t.co/TW4yOdIcDb

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@BillWongOT Hi Bill, Great to have you with us #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: Welcome to #Otalk Research. Tonight we are joined by @KatrinaBannigan from @GcuOcc and our topic is 'Writing Productively'. Bef…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OTalk_ Delighted to be here #OTalk on behalf of @otwg_gcu. The focus will be on writing productively rather than how…

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan @GcuOcc #OTalk I am going to catch up later when hopefully my brain has re-set!

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@RosFrench1 @OTalk_ @GcuOcc Thanks @RosFrench1 It is a busy time but it is also important to remember it is self-care September as well #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Good evening everyone. It's @NikkiDanielsOT on the #Otalk account tonight

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Evening @NikkiDanielsOT Great to have you in the driving seat tonight! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Let me know when it is time for the first question #OTalk

Em 

#

 @DobboEm
@KatrinaBannigan @OTalk_ @otwg_gcu @eann_turner @ElizabethCasso1 #otalk evening, mainly learning from others tonight

#OTalk @OTalk_
Remember the golden rule. Include the hashtag in each tweet to ensure it is included in the chat #otalk https://t.co/LvVF5DxPE8

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@DobboEm @OTalk_ @otwg_gcu @eann_turner @ElizabethCasso1 We are always learning. I am hoping to learn as well. People always make such great contributions
to #OTalk discussions.

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
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RT @OTalk_: Remember the golden rule. Include the hashtag in each tweet to ensure it is included in the chat #otalk https://t.co/LvVF5DxPE8

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KatrinaBannigan @NikkiDanielsOT Ready when you are! #Otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
First question of the evening #OTalk Is Professor Diane Cox @dianecox61 (2017) right when she says writing about our work is part of our lives as occupational beings?

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
@OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan @GcuOcc Hello, I will be 

$

 #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1: Looking forward to hearing your thoughts on this one! #Otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Sophie_99 @OTalk_ @GcuOcc Nice to see you @OT_Sophie_99 What do you think about the first question? @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan This is something I need to embrace …. So just lurking …Great topic by the way #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@EmmaLairdOT @OTalk_ Do you need to embrace or do you want to? Is Professor Diane Cox (2017) right when she says writing about our work is part of our lives as
occupational beings? @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT 

#

 @RJohnsonOT
@KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 I think she is! OT is an under valued profession. How will people know more about it if we don’t write about how brilliant it is? 

Angela Gregory @angelagregory28
@OTalk_ #OTalk I don't think there is a wrong or a right...I think expressing our lives as occupational beings in whatever form that means something to you is more
important and less prescriptive

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@EmmaLairdOT @OTalk_ @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu My sense is we do not all need to but many more of us want to, than do and that's why we need to think about
writing productively. Learning how to build it into our everyday habits @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Elaine Hunter @elaineahpmh
RT @OTalk_: Welcome to #Otalk Research. Tonight we are joined by @KatrinaBannigan from @GcuOcc and our topic is 'Writing Productively'. Bef…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @EmmaLairdOT @OTalk_ @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu My sense is we do not all need to but many more of us want to, than do and…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @angelagregory28: @OTalk_ #OTalk I don't think there is a wrong or a right...I think expressing our lives as occupational beings in what…

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
@KatrinaBannigan @OTalk_ @GcuOcc @otwg_gcu #Otalk Thank you, it is nice to virtually meet you! It is a very good question indeed so I am just letting my brain
process as this is my first Otalk in a long while then I shall join in on the answers!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@angelagregory28 @OTalk_ Yes, in this day and age, modernized versions of such including vlogs, webcasts, etc. #otalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

  

!

 @SLawsonOT
@KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 Evening #OTalk Interesting first question, do we need to write about our work or can writing form a part of communicating our work
depending upon the audience we're trying to reach? 

&

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@angelagregory28 @OTalk_ That would be my sense @angelagregory28 but I think there are #OccupationalTherapists who want to write but feel they can't and
@murray_rowena suggests ways to enable us to @otwg_gcu #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
@OT_Sophie_99 @KatrinaBannigan @GcuOcc @otwg_gcu It's good to reflect on the questions sometimes. They don't need to be answered sequentially. You can
respond to any of the questions across the 60 minutes of the chat....and in the hours and days afterwards too! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTalk_: @OT_Sophie_99 @KatrinaBannigan @GcuOcc @otwg_gcu It's good to reflect on the questions sometimes. They don't need to be answere…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SLawsonOT: @KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 Evening #OTalk Interesting first question, do we need to write about our work or can writing f…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
Second question of the evening #OTalk Does anything prevent you from writing?

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: Question 1: Looking forward to hearing your thoughts on this one! #Otalk https://t.co/4xxBiUoVRv

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

  

!

 @SLawsonOT
@KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 I'm still recovering and catching up from last week's #otalk 

'

Em 

#

 @DobboEm
@KatrinaBannigan #otalk Confidence, fear of using wrong terminology and time

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

  

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: Second question of the evening #OTalk Does anything prevent you from writing?

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@RJohnsonOT @dianecox61 I agree to an extent @RJohnsonOT I think we need more #OccupationalTherapists to write but I am not sure it is an inetgral part of being
an occupational being. What interests me is what prevents those who want to write from writing? @otwg_gcu #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2: Any thoughts on what might prevent you from writing? #Otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 Yes & no. One can argue that we already do this by writing clinical notes, reports, etc. on a daily basis. I guess for me it is more about
who we are writing to. Who is our audience? #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: @OT_Sophie_99 @KatrinaBannigan @GcuOcc @otwg_gcu It's good to reflect on the questions sometimes. They don't need to be answere…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

  

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @RJohnsonOT @dianecox61 I agree to an extent @RJohnsonOT I think we need more #OccupationalTherapists to write but I…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ @OT_Sophie_99 @GcuOcc @otwg_gcu Good point @NikkiDanielsOT @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ A2. In this day and age, I think we got way more distractions in many shapes and forms. #otalk https://t.co/tpwvOU9wd3

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 I suppose the focus of this is writing for publication (which I did not state) and my sense is many more #OccupationalTherapists
like to write than do. Do you agree? @SusanGriffiths5 @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@KatrinaBannigan Time!! When there are competing demands, writing tends to drop down my list of priorities #OTalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
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@KatrinaBannigan Hi #OTalk ( joining late!) . I get distracted easily, my focus can drift

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@BillWongOT @OTalk_ That is a very good point. So much of writing is about thinking and it is hard to do that well if we are distracted @murray_rowena @otwg_gcu
#OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SusanGriffiths5 So is it time or priorities? @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@KatrinaBannigan @OTalk_ @GcuOcc #OTalk absolutely work and juggling school routines is not easy… so yes stopping tonight

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@Els_OT Great to see you @Els_OT Do you get distracted as easily with other tasks or just writing? @otwg_gcu #OTalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: First question of the evening #OTalk Is Professor Diane Cox @dianecox61 (2017) right when she says writing about our…

Rachel Johnson OT 

#

 @RJohnsonOT
@OTalk_ Time v confidence! As a newly qualified OT I had more time and less confidence. Now that is the other way round!

(

 #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu I think OTs are more likely to write for something like OT News but may be out off by writing for journals as this seem to be
a more complex process and can be off putting #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RJohnsonOT: @OTalk_ Time v confidence! As a newly qualified OT I had more time and less confidence. Now that is the other way round!

(

 #…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@KatrinaBannigan @RJohnsonOT @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu Writing was definitely not a part of my being before becoming an occupational therapist. It's been part of
my OT journey that was & is encouraged & facilitated by great tutors, mentors & supervisors #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SusanGriffiths5 And why is that? What makes other things, tasks more important than writing? Why don't they slip down your priority list? @otwg_gcu #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KatrinaBannigan @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu Is not knowing where to publish a barrier? Fear of rejection from peer reviewed publications and not
knowing the alternative routes. And maybe not knowing how to get support to write from peers and/or those with experience of writing? #Otalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
@FaithNe45221922 @KatrinaBannigan @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu As I understand it, all writing is good practice to keep in the habit #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ Ironically, the piece that I am planning to submit to an upcoming RCOT special issue has a good bit of students and new grads as co-authors.
So, finding the right partners can help, or that right people to struggle together. #otalk https://t.co/6VZjv29BZi

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTalk_: @KatrinaBannigan @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu Is not knowing where to publish a barrier? Fear of rejection from peer…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
A lot of the things you are saying are the sorts of barriers other groups of people list when asked what barriers they experience @murray_rowena It is not just
#OccupationalTherapists that struggle with writing #OTalk

Ellen @OTEllenUK
RT @OTalk_: @KatrinaBannigan @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu Is not knowing where to publish a barrier? Fear of rejection from peer…

ElspethOT @Els_OT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu I tend to have several things on the go at once tbh, so I juggle them a bit! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SLawsonOT @RJohnsonOT @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu So is writing tied up with occupational being? Was @dianecox61 right in her assertion? @otwg_gcu

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu for sure this can be a factor, too. So, for that proposed manuscript that will be sent to BJOT's
special issue, I proposed backup plans on where the manuscript might go, perhaps with minor modifications to fit the audience. #otalk

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
@KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 Yes, I agree! I think that reflecting on ourselves both personally and professionally is such a significant activity which soon becomes
such a meaningful occupation as it assists self-growth and allows us to have more confidence in ourselves as Occupational Beings #Otalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@KatrinaBannigan @RJohnsonOT @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu Also part of my learning, understanding myself is that I need to write to clarify & develop my thinking
#OTalk

Angela Gregory @angelagregory28
@OTalk_ #OTalk lack of confidence, a busy head, overwhelm, noise

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
Third question of the evening #OTalk Do you have any useful strategies, or writing habits, to support your writing productivity? @otwg_gcu

ElspethOT @Els_OT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: Third question of the evening #OTalk Do you have any useful strategies, or writing habits, to support your writing pro…

Rachel Johnson OT 

#

 @RJohnsonOT
@BillWongOT @OTalk_ Excellent! I recently had an article in #OT news co-authored with an OT student. I think it is really important to support students when we can.
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu A3. Similar to what we talk about CPD recently, having an accountability partner to keep you motivated is huge. #otalk
https://t.co/b1ffRES08B

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu My priority will always be providing a service & this takes up most of if not all of my time so if I wanted to write for publication I would have
to write in my own time. We get told we can have protected time but in reality this rarely happen as service has to come 1st #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@DobboEm I think you are right @DobboEm so much is tied up with us as people and our confidence. I think this is one of the reasons #OccupationalTherapists
challenged by writing @otwg_gcu #OTalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@KatrinaBannigan @RJohnsonOT @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu For me, where I am now, yes it is. I miss it when I don't write and thats something I never thought I'd say
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ I also think that it is important to provide strong foundations to the students early is crucial too. That will help them understand why what they
accomplished can be beneficial down the road. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RJohnsonOT: @BillWongOT @OTalk_ Excellent! I recently had an article in #OT news co-authored with an OT student. I think it is really i…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu I think you are spot @NikkiDanielsOT and so much of this is tied up with confidence which others have expressed
as well @otwg_gcu #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3: Any habits or strategies to share? #Otalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu I try to ring fence time in the morning when my head is clear #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OTalk_ @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu I think you are spot @NikkiDanielsOT and so much of this is tied up wit…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu My priority will always be providing a service & this takes up most of if not all of my tim…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@Els_OT @FaithNe45221922 @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu I agree. One of the participants of @otwg_gcu @LeonaMcquaid reminds us the worst thing
you have written is better than the bets thing you never wrote @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
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@BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ That's such a nice idea. The only writing I did as a student were my assignments and I did not enjoy writing them. It has taken
many many years to get me to think about writing about something because I know/ like it and want to share #OTalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Joining @otwg_gcu @PhDForum writing groups. Following & hearing @ithinkwellHugh speak with useful guidance. Not being afraid to
share drafts of my writing with supervisors/critical friends for feedback #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Hide my phone!!! #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SLawsonOT: @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Joining @otwg_gcu @PhDForum writing groups. Following & hearing @ithinkwellHugh speak with useful…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OTalk_ @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu I think you are spot @NikkiDanielsOT and so much of this is tied up wit…

Rachel Johnson OT 

#

 @RJohnsonOT
@OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu I think starting small is the best way to build confidence before aiming for peer reviewed
journals. Maybe a write up of a presentation in a newsletter or similar to gain confidence and build from there #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ As well as getting into the habit of writing, writing with others is a great strategy and one that can help you develop the writing
habit. This is because it creates accountability @murray_rowena @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_KateT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ And even conference abstracts should also be considered as writing. They take time to be put together! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ As well as getting into the habit of writing, writing with others is a great strategy…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ As well as getting into the habit of writing, writing with others is a great strategy…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RJohnsonOT: @OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu I think starting small is the best way to build confidence…

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

)

❤❤

*

 @musedNeuroOT
@KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 I think there are many cultures that have a rich oral history that served many purposes. True we have lost some of the history as it was
not recorded in any other way #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@Els_OT @otwg_gcu This can be a good thing as long as it does not mean you never finish anything! Does it help you complete writing tasks? @otwg_gcu 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @musedNeuroOT: @KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 I think there are many cultures that have a rich oral history that served many purposes. Tru…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@musedNeuroOT @dianecox61 That is an interesting perspective @musedNeuroOT One of the people who regularly comes to @otwg_gcu uses creative techniques to
help with writing and I think we do need to value different ways of communicating #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ @otwg_gcu Absolutely - change your environment - a radical new concept to us #OccupationalTherapists environmental adaptation! @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

)

❤❤

*

 @musedNeuroOT
@KatrinaBannigan I used to think I needed to produce a well crafted sentence but I am happier with a 'conversational' style (depending on the context) #OTalk

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
@KatrinaBannigan I think I think of writing as a big job which needs a big chunk of time and mental effort neither of which I have much spare. Maybe trying littler and
often would actually be more productive? #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu Great strategy - a bit like graded activity? Another new concept for us #OccupationalTherapists
@otwg_gcu #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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RT @KatrinaBannigan: @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu Great strategy - a bit like graded activity? Another new co…

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
@OTalk_ #Otalk I agree with what others have said about time and distractions!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBannigan @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ @SusanGriffiths5 @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu Yup- I did something similar in the USA. I started with OT Practice magazine,
which is USA's equivalent of OT News. #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@BillWongOT @OT_KateT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ Yes and it is a form of writing for publication but given the number of conference abstracts to papers submitted for
publication, books;etc suggests it is one we find easier @otwg_gcu #OTalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Yes to some extent! I save some other aspects like spell checking and formatting to later in the day when I’m a bit more tired! 

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Turning off notifications on emails on the computer and putting my phone in another room - then 30miutes of focussed time as a first
activity at the start of each morning. It's amazing how quickly that can add up and maximise productivity! #OTalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@musedNeuroOT @KatrinaBannigan Yes, when I started I thought there was a 'correct' way to write, I've come to realise that getting words down is the start, crafting
and editing are where the crafting and structure happens for me #otalk

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
@SusanGriffiths5 @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Agreed. Realistically, writing for publication would have to be in my own time so is competing for priority with my family
- it's rarely going to win! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
Fourth question of the evening #OTalk Do you think a writing group can provide a source of writing accountability? @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_KateT: @SusanGriffiths5 @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Agreed. Realistically, writing for publication would have to be in my own time so…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SLawsonOT: @musedNeuroOT @KatrinaBannigan Yes, when I started I thought there was a 'correct' way to write, I've come to realise that g…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4: Thoughts on a writing group? #Otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu A4. For me, I think it's also important to find potential contributors with similar interests. Tackling peer reviewed journal articles solo is
difficult, though not impossible. #otalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ As well as getting into the habit of writing, writing with others is a great strategy…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu However, if it's OT textbooks, these are almost always collaborative efforts! #otalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@OT_KateT @KatrinaBannigan I used to think the same, finding that a time allowance forces productivity most of the time & if it doesn't try not to be too hard on myself,
some days I need to work on other areas of the writing crafting #otalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

)

❤❤

*

 @musedNeuroOT
@KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 @otwg_gcu My late mother could not write (nor could I read Chinese) but through her talking at meal times I would learn aspects of her
beliefs and our Hakka culture and values. My late father could read and write English and Chinese but taught us nothing of our heritage #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_KateT @BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ To any students engaged in #OTalk tonight who would like to write speak to one of your tutors most would be
delighted to support you. I am writing a couple of things with students at the moment. Equally its not to late to ask to write with someone when you are qualified
@otwg_gcu

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SLawsonOT: @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Joining @otwg_gcu @PhDForum writing groups. Following & hearing @ithinkwellHugh speak with useful…
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OT_KateT @BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ To any students engaged in #OTalk tonight who would like to write speak to o…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @OTalk_: @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Turning off notifications on emails on the computer and putting my phone in another room - then 30mi…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OT_KateT @BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ To any students engaged in #OTalk tonight who would like to write speak to o…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: Fourth question of the evening #OTalk Do you think a writing group can provide a source of writing accountability? @ot…

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OT_KateT @BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ To any students engaged in #OTalk tonight who would like to write speak to o…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SLawsonOT @otwg_gcu @PhDForum @ithinkwellHugh These are all fantastic tips @SLawsonOT and they show that using the skills we have as
#OccupationalTherapists can help us to start and keep writing @otwg_gcu #OTalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OT_KateT @BillWongOT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ To any students engaged in #OTalk tonight who would like to write speak to o…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBannigan @OT_KateT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ @otwg_gcu And speaking of that, sometimes with textbooks, you might need to target the editors and try to
make a connections with them. On ground conferences can be good opportunities to connect. #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@BillWongOT @OT_KateT @RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ @otwg_gcu I could not agree more. An editor's job is to generate good writing so they will do all they can to make
it happen. I learnt so much from Upma Barnett when she was editor of BJOT @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
One of the things @murray_rowena reassures us is - “it may not simply be about finding ‘more time to write’ but about how we write in the time we have.” #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KatrinaBannigan: One of the things @murray_rowena reassures us is - “it may not simply be about finding ‘more time to write’ but about…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: One of the things @murray_rowena reassures us is - “it may not simply be about finding ‘more time to write’ but about…

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

)

❤❤

*

 @musedNeuroOT
@SLawsonOT @KatrinaBannigan When English is not our first language, how we structure our writing and thoughts may not fit the 'convention'. We are not 'trained' to
write in this way but told to do better - it takes a lot to keep going until we gain approval #Otalk @BAMEOTUK @AbleOTUK

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
and this is where our #OccupationalTherapy skills come in setting goals, adapting our environment;etc can all help us to write more productively @murray_rowena
@otwg_gcu #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @musedNeuroOT: @SLawsonOT @KatrinaBannigan When English is not our first language, how we structure our writing and thoughts may not fit…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SLawsonOT: @OT_KateT @KatrinaBannigan I used to think the same, finding that a time allowance forces productivity most of the time & i…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: Question 4: Thoughts on a writing group? #Otalk https://t.co/fYahqblyW1

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @musedNeuroOT: @SLawsonOT @KatrinaBannigan When English is not our first language, how we structure our writing and thoughts may not fit…

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
@OTalk_ #Otalk I had not heard of OT writing groups before today, completely different to journal clubs as far as my understanding goes. I do need to learn more about
this to give a better answer! Simply the concept of it sounds very helpful and beneficial for everyone involved!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@musedNeuroOT @SLawsonOT @KatrinaBannigan @BAMEOTUK @AbleOTUK and here is another thing- even little nuances like APA vs. Harvard referencing styles
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can also cause havoc. #otalk https://t.co/03SLg2z49B

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Sophie_99: @OTalk_ #Otalk I had not heard of OT writing groups before today, completely different to journal clubs as far as my unde…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ The reason for asking is because social writing is associated with greater writing productivity especially for women @otwg_gcu #OTalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OTalk_ The reason for asking is because social writing is associated with greater writing productivity especially for…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
Last question of the evening #OTalk What one habit will you adopt in the coming year to become more productive as a writer? (and there have been some great
suggestions this evening) @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @KatrinaBannigan: Last question of the evening #OTalk What one habit will you adopt in the coming year to become more productive as a wr…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu A5. Finding collaborators and keep up to date on potential call for papers where I might be interested to submit papers to. #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@BillWongOT @musedNeuroOT @SLawsonOT @BAMEOTUK @AbleOTUK It can but that's why (I think) @Els_OT suggested saving these types of tasks to focus on.
They are a necessary evil but don't let them put you off writing @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @BillWongOT: @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu A5. Finding collaborators and keep up to date on potential call for papers where I might be inte…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@BillWongOT @otwg_gcu Great idea. Collaboration facilitates social writing and accountability. Thanks for joining us and good luck with it @otwg_gcu #OTalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@KatrinaBannigan @OTalk_ @otwg_gcu I've certainly found this to be true for me. I like the space and accountability, of setting a goal, of not writing alone and hearing
about the challenges other OTs are working on & it somehow normalises the struggle #OTalk Very supportive experience

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 5: Time to set a writing goal #Otalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

)

❤❤

*

 @musedNeuroOT
@SLawsonOT @KatrinaBannigan So... 'outwith' or not to 'outwith' in a journal article... or doctoral dissertation?! 

*

 @preston_jenny @CharlieChung90 @LeonaMcquaid
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @BillWongOT @otwg_gcu Great idea. Collaboration facilitates social writing and accountability. Thanks for joining us a…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
I am going to @murray_rowena writing retreat facilitators training next week (supported by @ElizabethCasso1) & I will use what I learn to kep promoting social writing
opportunities to support #OccupationalTherapists to share their expertise #OTalk @otwg_gcu

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: I am going to @murray_rowena writing retreat facilitators training next week (supported by @ElizabethCasso1) & I will…

#OTalk @OTalk_
I'm sure you will agree that tonight's #Otalk was a really interesting and helpful chat this evening. Thank you so much to @KatrinaBannigan for not only hosting but giving
some great advice and direction

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
@KatrinaBannigan #Otalk confidence most certainly!

#OTalk @OTalk_
That was such a fast chat #Otalk tonight! @KatrinaBannigan we look forward to hearing more from you on this topic

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
I realise its getting to the end of our time and I am not sure if I said welcome but thank you to everyone for joining this evening and remember you are all welcome to join
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@otwg_gcu Get writing, keep writing, lets share our expertise for the benefit of others #OTalk

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan Thanks #otalk @KatrinaBannigan @NikkiDanielsOT interesting chat. Look forward to learnng more about social writing on your return

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: I realise its getting to the end of our time and I am not sure if I said welcome but thank you to everyone for joining…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thank you to everyone for your contributions. Remember you can keep chatting, reflecting and sharing. Transcript will be available to download very soon and don't
forget our reflective tool! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ It was scarily fast and I feel like I said very little! Thanks for inviting us @otwg_gcu @NikkiDanielsOT @preston_jenny we really appreciate it. @otwg_gcu
safe, comfortable space for #OccupationalTherapists to write together #OTalk and all are welcome.

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
#Otalk Slightly different from the question... on my second year placement I had the opportunity to pass on one of my reflections to be published in the OT News I believe
it was! Due to confidence and uncertainty I didn't take advantage of this opportunity and I wish I would have

ElspethOT @Els_OT
@OTalk_ To have courage and share what I’m writing more :) #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: I'm sure you will agree that tonight's #Otalk was a really interesting and helpful chat this evening. Thank you so much to @Ka…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
@Els_OT @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu @PhDForum @ithinkwellHugh I went to see him a couple of times before Covid at Liverpool uni. His books are also really
helpful #Otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ Thank you especially for holding the reins! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: That was such a fast chat #Otalk tonight! @KatrinaBannigan we look forward to hearing more from you on this topic https://t.co/…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SLawsonOT: @OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan Thanks #otalk @KatrinaBannigan @NikkiDanielsOT interesting chat. Look forward to learnng more abou…

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
@OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan Very insightful! #Otalk I'm glad I was a part of it.

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Sophie_99 It is a shame to have missed an opportunity but you can always write now. @OTnews has a really helpful authors guide which is a great starting point
@otwg_gcu #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@Els_OT @OTalk_ Courage so goes with confidence which other people have mentioned. I think this is one of the things that happens almost by osmosis when you
engage in social writing @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@Els_OT @OTalk_ @otwg_gcu Breaking a bigger writing task into smaller parts can also help, aka grading the activity @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SLawsonOT @Els_OT @otwg_gcu @PhDForum @ithinkwellHugh I have not heard of him before but someone for me to follow up @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OT_Sophie_99: @OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan Very insightful! #Otalk I'm glad I was a part of it.

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Sophie_99 @OTalk_ Thanks @OT_Sophie_99. That's made my night @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
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Social writing is when you write with others but you are all writing on your own projects. It can really help with focus, accountability and motivation @otwg_gcu

Sophie Hammond-Webb @OT_Sophie_99
@KatrinaBannigan @OTalk_ @otwg_gcu Thank you for your time and your questions this evening! #Otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SLawsonOT: @KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 Evening #OTalk Interesting first question, do we need to write about our work or can writing f…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: Thank you to everyone for your contributions. Remember you can keep chatting, reflecting and sharing. Transcript will be availa…

Julie Brose @JulieBroseOT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Absolutely! I have really appreciated the weekly @otwg_gcu writing group over my lunch hour (

+

 time) on Tuesdays #OTalk
@KatrinaBannigan

Occupational Therapy Writing Group @otwg_gcu
RT @JulieBroseOT: @KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu Absolutely! I have really appreciated the weekly @otwg_gcu writing group over my lunch hour (…

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) 

%

 

#

 

)

 

!

 @SLawsonOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OTalk_ It was scarily fast and I feel like I said very little! Thanks for inviting us @otwg_gcu @NikkiDanielsOT @pre…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@KatrinaBannigan Publishing Yes - in general in all formats #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@SusanGriffiths5 @KatrinaBannigan But if you publish in articles, blogs, opinion pieces and other media the audience is greater #OTalk

Julie Brose @JulieBroseOT
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu I appreciate meeting with others to write in @otwg_gcu, the @Flinders Write Bunch with @tarabrabazon, @PhDForum, and the
occasional @FlindersCNHS PhD writing group! #OTalk @luckylastone @KirrilyMacRaild @mew_rebecca @JABaldock @joycehaddad__ @MaiveCollett11 @MaKsusY
@AnneMcLeod18

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@SusanGriffiths5 @KatrinaBannigan Agree #Otalk so ‘…consider writing one piece …each year, & find a place to publish – whether you are … aiming at a journal, or …
writing about your innovations in practice for [an opinion piece], blog or newsletter’ p.531 https://t.co/AyC1Rd19xZ

Georgina @OTGeeB
@KatrinaBannigan A lack in confidence and being new to the OT world. Taking the opportunity to join @otwg_gcu has given me an opportunity to publish, awareness of
different goings on for professionals as well as common difficulties and the encouragement to return after a bad day #otalk

Georgina @OTGeeB
@OT_Sophie_99 @KatrinaBannigan @dianecox61 Absolutely! Journalling is a powerful tool and reflective practice can assist in our personal development. 
@KatrinaBannigan does, I too write my achievements from attending @otwg_gcu sessions and can see my progress week on week which I previously overlooked 

Georgina @OTGeeB
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu I find writing goals prevents feeling overwhelmed and tracking achievements. I've also found that writing regularly I am more aware of my
abilities within a time frame - reduced word count where necessary and also the achievement that free writing can bring to the table. #OTalk

Georgina @OTGeeB
@KatrinaBannigan @otwg_gcu In addition I find setting myself earlier deadlines works best for me. Giving myself time for editing. I also prefer to collate first, categorised
by paragraphs in a table then using that as my reference to prevent going down rabbit holes #OTalk

Dr Clare Taylor @ClareTaylorBU
RT @KatrinaBannigan: One of the things @murray_rowena reassures us is - “it may not simply be about finding ‘more time to write’ but about…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Interesting question @musedNeuroOT 

,

. As a Scot then ‘outwith’ is a perfectly legitimate word and I would argue it could be used in publication (need to check to see if
I have used it in any of mine). Not all editors nor keyboards would agree however!! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
So sorry I missed it @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk, sounds like a great session. Will definitely be reading the transcript. Thanks again for agreeing to host this excellent topic.

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Tuesday 14th September 2021 – Following Boris Johnsons announcement on more funding for social care. What is the OT’s community thoughts?
https://t.co/VaVqZc71Fa
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Free Analytics and Transcripts for #OTalk

Francesca 

* - .

 @OT_Francesca
@OTalk_ Will this be England only or will it consider a 4 nations impact and consider devolution? 

/ * 0

(Couldn't find an NI flag emoji 

(

 ) #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 14th September 2021 – Following Boris Johnsons announcement on more funding for social care. What is the OT’s co…

Laura Owers @OT_LauraO_ACS
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 14th September 2021 – Following Boris Johnsons announcement on more funding for social care. What is the OT’s co…

Ms Rachel Booth 

1

 @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 14th September 2021 – Following Boris Johnsons announcement on more funding for social care. What is the OT’s co…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@preston_jenny @KatrinaBannigan It was really thought provoking! Thank you. I love the diversity of #Otalk

Ms Rachel Booth 

1

 @OT_rach
Just seen @SteveGFord's response to the Governments announcement of social care funding reform. I will now need to add this to the #OTalk blog and change the last
question! Join us 8pm Tuesday 14th Sep, to discuss this topic further. https://t.co/Vd0rogCH2f via @AddThis

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@jenntsang A1. As someone who is that way... I know I need to NOT quickly go into defense mode with constructive feedback! #otalk https://t.co/ilHYcRR6S5

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@smoiz I know I make sure all the t's are crossed and i's are dotted when working with my students for their thesis group experience. I also take accountability if it's my
mistakes, though! #otalk

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 14th September 2021 – Following Boris Johnsons announcement on more funding for social care. What is the OT’s co…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@EmmaLairdOT @preston_jenny Me too! #OTalk has been such a great resource for #OccupationalTherapy

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

!

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@preston_jenny @musedNeuroOT Absolutely! Outwith is one of the best things about living in Scotland. I remember being 'corrected' when I used it in my occupational
therapy assessments on my programme in England #OTalk

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement 

2

⚕

#

 @Retired_AHPs
Blogging, vlogging are great ways of #Reflecting & engaging. #SocialMedia discussions, in our area #OTalk, #ahpsactive @WeAHPs and our own regional #OT
give bite-sized evidence of our professional & clinical engagement.

Happy Harry @zzzoooman
@DavidPo22194359 Hi David; Thank you taking the time today to discuss all things “accessible” with the new wonderful 777 class. The attention to detail is very
impressive. 

3

 #OTalk These new trains will be game changing in terms of accessibility and independence.

NorthWest RCOT @NW_RCOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 14th September 2021 – Following Boris Johnsons announcement on more funding for social care. What is the OT’s co…

David Powell @DavidPo22194359
RT @zzzoooman: @DavidPo22194359 Hi David; Thank you taking the time today to discuss all things “accessible” with the new wonderful 777 cla…

Showing 1 to 216 of 216 entries
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